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A country always thinks the other country as a blood-thirsty, war waging Spartans because of stories from
ancestors. It helps you to think outside of your safe little bubble of a world. Some say to broaden the mind, but
some say it is only a waste of time and money. It is superior for not merely can it delight our heart but also it
will certainly broaden our mind by the scene that appeal our eyes, by the people we meet during the journey. I
am only 15 and I know life is in front of me, but from my experience I know that traveling does change your p
To travel means to discover. Mind text. To travel means to communicate. Journeys enlarge people's
knowledge about foreign cultures, other traditions and customs ,. Most people. In school, there is competition
to be friends with the most popular kids. The conflict of a travelling destination is not what people expect on a
vacation. Traveling exposes us to a huge variety of NEW sensations; there are sights to be seen, sounds to be
heard, food to taste, and wine, and there are smells and beliefs and cultures and ritualsâ€¦. It is the journey and
observations that matter. It was awesome. In the premier source for a scholarship essay travel broadens the
crumpled essay writing argumentative essay. Get Essay It has been believed for centuries that travel does
indeed broaden the mind. Also, it depends on the purpose of the traveling, if there is one. Travelling broadens
the value. First of all, the ever expanding international tourism makes the world smaller. To get away from
home. Travelling makes it possible to experience new cultures ;for example, observing different religi
Dangerous thing can happen during travel. Travel broadens the mindTravel Broadens the Mind Our world is a
mixture of people, places, things built by people or by nature. But imagine what will be the feeling when you
read about the beauty of Venice and see some photos of its canals and squares, compared to the one when you
are there. When asked he will tell you that that is all he needs and might be surprised that you actually asked
him that question. That probably would be cheaper, and as I see it, much more mind- broadening. L could go
on and on, and onâ€¦ There are as many reasons for traveling as there are travelers, I suppose. First of all, I
would like to say that travelling is becoming more and more popular nowadays. You can maybe even learn a
few new words! But to do this you must travel and take the initiative. The advantages of travelling give us
cause and effect. To travel means to discover. To meet lots of different, unique people, which bring with
themselves the knowledge for their cultures, traditions, habits, preferences, ideas It is good to know because
then we can align our comments with more task related requirements. Although almost everyone is willing to
participate in such events, there are still some people , too many commas slows down the reading. So that you
can see the place you from with new eyes and extra colours. But if you go out and explore the world, your
world will be a tiny speck of mud in the whole bog or marsh. But you could also stay at home, get a
housekeeper for a few weeks, go to the tanning studio and maybe save a couple of pennies for the
piggy-bankâ€¦. It is not clear for us : Travelling requires a larger sum of money which is connected with to be
spent on transport, accommodation, food and unexpected fee. References Debate topic â€” travels broaden the
mind , E-notes [online]. Such travel serves no purpose.


